infinite grey
The most versatile
polarized Rx sunlens

infinite grey
Polarized lenses offer prescription lens wearers
outstanding vision in most outdoor sunlight
conditions. However, some wearers find that their
polarized lenses can be too dark or too light in certain
circumstances, whether due to sun position
or cloud cover.
Now you can offer patients a polarized lens that
seamlessly adjusts its darkness according to sun
exposure. Introducing NuPolar Infinite Grey – the
most versatile Rx polarized lenses available, made by
the world leader in polarized – Younger Optics.
NuPolar Infinite Grey lenses are light when they need
to be, and dark when the wearer needs it most. The
darkness of the lens is controlled with a new
UV-responsive photochromic technology that offers
the widest range of light absorption of any polarized
photochromic lens.
Lightest state
35% Transmittance (low sun, overcast, or in shade)
Darkest State
9% Transmittance (in direct midday sun)
NuPolar Infinite Grey lenses also contain
a high-efficiency polarized film that blocks 99% of
blinding glare in all light conditions.

40% transmission

For low-daylight situations such as tunnels or parking structures

32% transmission

for full-shade environments
such as covered patios

28% transmission

25% transmission

for attenuated daylight
situations such as cloudy days

20% transmission

15% transmission

for moderately bright circumstances, such
as mid-morning or late afternoon.

12% transmission

9% transmission

for maximum comfort in bright mid-day sunlight.

infinite grey
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Achieves Darkest
Possible Polarized State
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Changes
behind Windshield
Becomes
clear
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